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1. Introduction 
The wide application of Information and Communication Technology (ICT), especially the ever-growing number of network access points and Internet users, drives an explosive growth in the Internet scale and an exponential rising in the network bandwidth, which causes a rapid increase on the network power consumption [1]. Various electronic devices, including network communication devices, consume a tremendous amount of power. Comparing with 530 TWh in 2005, the power consumption from ICT and consumer electronics equipment in 2012 was almost doubled, and the power requirement is estimated to rise up to about three times by 2030 [2]. Internet and its related infrastructure have contributed to more than 30% of power consumption in ICT [3]. The total world-wide electricity consumption in communication networks grew from 200 TWh in 2007 to 330 TWh in 2012 at an annual growth rate of 10.4% [4]. Such excessive power consumption of the ICT industry has led to a series of world-wide economic issues [5], and environmental concerns about collective carbon footprint from communication systems [6]. With a wide range of statistics, the Global e-Sustainability Initiative (GeSI) estimated the Green-House Gas (GHG) emissions of the ICT sector to reach about 1.43 Gtons carbon dioxide equivalent in 2020 [7]. Gupta and Singh started a seminal work on greening the Internet in 2003 [8], and suggested that the components in 
network devices should be put to sleep (or into energy saving modes) when not in use in order to save energy. The current IP network resources are supplied according to the traffic demands at the peak time for the purpose to guarantee the network reliability and quite a few of network resources are redundant at most of the time, which makes the idea of green networking [9] feasible and reasonable. Recently, some effective power-efficient methods have been adopted to achieve the "greening" from two different grained perspectives: component-level and network-level power saving [10–12]. The former achieves power saving by deploying appropriate policies (e.g., Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) in [13], Low Power Idle (LPI) in [14]) to control and adjust the working status of components in nodes or links and make their power consumption adapt to the transmitted traffic on them [15]. The latter achieves power saving from a global view of networks by improving the existing routing protocols, routing algorithms or network architectures (e.g., an enhanced version of OSPF for energy saving in [16], a power-efficient QoS routing scheme in [17], an energy-aware IP traffic engineering in [18]), or even innovating them thoroughly (e.g., a completely new design of green reconfigurable router [19]). In this paper, we consider the network-level power saving from a green routing point of view, which can relieve the energy and environment issues in the future network communication. Meanwhile, QoS support has become more critical for current networks [20], especially with new kinds of diversified networked applications emerging in recent years, e.g., telepresence, stock quotes, PPLive, telemedicine, podcasting, twitter, and so on, which ask routing to satisfy their different QoS requirements corresponding to their specific application types [21]. Since a many-to-many multicast application, such as video conferencing, multi-players game, jam session, etc. [22], consists of multiple senders and multiple receivers with their own QoS requirements in terms of throughput, reliability, bounds on bandwidth, end-to-end delay, delay jitter, and packet loss ratio, it usually needs a strict QoS guarantee. For instance, video conferencing application has stringent reliability requirement over 99% [23], its packet loss ratio should be no more than 1%, its one-way latency should be no more than 150 ms, and its jitter should be no more than 30 ms [24]; the delay of racing game should be no more than 100 ms based on the study of two examples [25]. In addition, considering that the user QoS requirements are greatly affected by subjective factors, such as his expectation, experience, physical and mental state, personal background (age, sex, education degree), 
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and so on, hence are hard to be described precisely, and thus we adopt the form of interval to depict a user’s inexact QoS requirements and provide flexible QoS support to him. The multicast routing with QoS constraints is known to be NP-Complete [26], which is a relaxed problem concerned by us, i.e., the many-to-many multicast routing with power consumption minimized and user satisfaction degree on QoS maximized under QoS requirement and system capacity constraints. Thus, the problem to be solved in this paper is NP-Complete. Generally speaking, it can be solved by heuristic algorithms to generate feasible solutions within reasonable time based on some greedy functions which are nevertheless sub-optimal to the overall objective of the original problem. As a promising alternative, the intelligent optimization method can be used to find the near-optimal or optimal solution for this kind of problem by simultaneously intensifying searching in promising solution regions and exploring the uncharted space. Both the Dynamic Niche-based Self-organizing Learning Algorithm (DNSLA) [27] and Blind Naked Mole-Rats Algorithm (BNMRA) [28] are such kind of intelligent optimization method. They are introduced into our proposed algorithm, that is, the Green Intelligent flexible QoS many-to-many Multicast routing algorithm (GIQM), aiming to achieve maximum power saving under QoS constraints. GIQM is divided into two stages, that is, Rendezvous Point Confirming Stage (RPCS) and Optimal Solution Identifying Stage (OSIS). At the RPCS, GIQM obtains the rendezvous point and builds a candidate M2ST by the self-organizing learning method, which includes three kinds of learning strategies. At the OSIS, the rendezvous point is reviewed and a modified M2ST is obtained; then, we compared it with the candidate M2ST obtained at the RPCS, and if it is better than the candidate, it is chosen as the solution to the problem. To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work that comprehensively considers both the power consumption and QoS requirements under the many-to-many multicast scenario in the backbone network with intelligent optimization methods to solve it. Our contributions in this paper are listed as follows:  In order to make explicit power characteristics of networking elements built as metrics in routing, we introduce innovative power models of nodes and links to quantitatively describe power profiles of networking elements.  The inexact QoS is flexibly supported, and the user satisfaction degree function on QoS is defined based on a fuzzy membership degree method.  We formulate the aforementioned many-to-many multicast routing problem as a nonlinear programming problem, which aims to maximize user satisfaction degree on QoS and minimize network power consumption subjecting to flow and QoS constraints.  Considering both power consumption and QoS requirements under the many-to-many multicast scenario in the backbone network, we devise a two-stage multicast routing algorithm, that is, GIQM, to solve the problem of interest. Furthermore, our proposed GIQM focuses on routing before 
the multicast is initiated, that is, the optimal multicast tree construction. If neither joining/leaving of any multicast member nor severe multicast QoS deterioration happens in the duration of the multicast, the tree keeps unchanged. When there are some multicast members joining in or leaving from the multicast, it often needs to prune the multicast tree by partial rerouting in order to add or delete the corresponding nodes from the tree with the necessary network resources allocated or released. To this, we devised the solution in [29]. If the multicast member joining or leaving happens frequently and makes the tree not optimized significantly or the multicast QoS deteriorates severely due to network congestion or other reasons, the complete rerouting can be carried out and the optimal multicast tree can be rebuilt just by our proposed GIQM. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the related research and background of multicast routing. Section 3 provides problem description and models power consumption of network elements. In Section 4, GIQM is described to solve the problem of interest. Section 5 presents our evaluation methodology and experimental results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6. 
2. Related work 
There have already been a significant amount of researches focusing on the design and implementation of routing algorithms in the Internet. Some power-saving schemes are devised toward green networking; some QoS support strategies are proposed to meet the user’s requirements; furthermore, others are also developed to support different communication scenarios. Nevertheless, most of them seldom paid attention to both power saving and QoS support in the multicast scenario, especially under the many-to-many multicast scenario. We have carried out a survey of related researches as listed in Table 1, where "IO" represents Intelligent Optimization, namely Meta-Heuristics (M-H), "O2M" represents One-to-Many, "M2M" represents Many-to-Many, "" represents that the current literature belongs to or completely supports the corresponding item, "" represents that the current literature does not belong to or does not support the corresponding item, "" represents that the current literature partly supports the corresponding item. To our best knowledge, there are no specific researches on Many-to-One (M2O) multicast scenarios by far, thus there is no "M2O" column in Table 1. A large number of works were concerned about QoS guarantees in their routing algorithms under different communication scenarios. A Multi-constrained QoS Unicast Routing Using Genetic Algorithm (MURUGA) was proposed in [30], finding the best path that satisfies multiple QoS constraints. The authors also considered the algorithm’s performance in terms of search efficiency and path computation time. The authors of [31–39] instead paid their attention to QoS routing algorithms under one-to-many multicast scenario. In [31], a novel Bi-Velocity Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (BVDPSO) algorithm was proposed to optimize one-to-many 
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multicast routing problem in communication networks. A Niched Ant Colony Optimization with colony guides (NACOg) algorithm was developed to tackle the minimum-cost multicast tree problem under the delay-and-bandwidth constraint in [32]. The evolutionary optimization of the NACOg algorithm was empowered with search balance between diversification and intensification. Based on the Multi-Robot Navigation Algorithm (MRNA), a swarm intelligence based QoS routing protocol was proposed for self-organizing network in [33]. It can search a routing path which satisfies the user QoS requirements and achieve the Pareto optimal utilities of the user and the network service provider under the Nash equilibrium. In [34], a Multicast Routing Algorithm based on Searching a Directed grapH (MRASDH) was proposed, and an ant algorithm is applied to construct a directed sub-graph for each destination node based on the thought of deleting the non-relative nodes to shrink the searching space, and finally used a simulated annealing algorithm to obtain the qualified multicast tree in the new space. In [35], a Tree-Growth Based Ant Colony Algorithm (TGBACA) for the multi-constrained QoS multicast routing problem was proposed. It applied an ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm to control the tree growth in order to generate a multicast tree. A Weighted Parameter for Multicast Trees (WPMT) algorithm was 
proposed in [36] to solve several well-known multicast problems, including the minimum cost tree problem, the minimum delay tree problem, the delay-constrained minimum cost tree problem, the cost-constrained minimum delay tree problem, and so on. A Distributed Token-Passing based algorithm (DTP) was presented for computing a real-time sub-optimal cost multicast routing tree in [37]. It can construct a sub-optimal multicast routing tree satisfying delay constraints for all members in the multicast group. In [38], a novel path-based multicast algorithm-Qualified Group (QG) algorithm was presented for interconnection networks. QG algorithm considers the multicast latency at both the network and node levels across different traffic scenarios to achieve a high degree of parallelism during the propagation of a multicast message. In [39], a GA based algorithm for solving multimedia multicast routing was proposed, which can find the low-cost multicasting tree with bandwidth and delay constraints. It speeds up the searching ability for the optimal solution, and the global convergence of solution can be achieved by heuristic crossover and mutation operation. To sum up, intelligent optimization methods were adopted to solve the multicast routing problems in [31–35], while heuristics were applied in [36–39]. 
 Table 1 An overview of the existing routing approaches 
Literature Power saving 
QoS support Communication scenarios Mathematical methods 
Flexibly Rigidly Unicast Multicast Heuristics IO (M-H) O2M M2M Leela et al. [30]        (MURUGA)  Shen et al. [31]    (Delay and error rate) 
     (BVDPSO) 
Yin et al. [32]    (Bandwidth and delay) 
     (NACOg) 
Wang et al. [33]         (MRNA) Sun et al. [34]    (Delay)      (MRASDH) Wang et al. [35]         (TGBACA) Kim et al. [36]    (Delay)     (TM+WPMT)  Huang et al. [37]    (Delay)     (DTP)  Al-Dubai et al. [38]    (Delay and jitter)     (QGs)  Younes [39]    (Bandwidth and delay) 
    (GA)  
Son et al. [40]        (DCA)  Tyan et al. [41]    (Delay and jitter)     (SBS, CBS)  Giroire et al. [42]        (HILP-GreenRE)  Li et al. [43]        (SPEED)  Yang et al. [44]        (HBHGRA)  Szymanski [45]    (Bandwidth and delay) 
    (UMFMC MMFMC) 
 
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Some authors devoted themselves to QoS routing algorithms under the many-to-many multicast scenario. In [40], the many-to-many multicast QoS routing problem was formulated as a concave quadratic program and binary Integer Linear Program (ILP), and a Difference of Convex functions Algorithm (DCA) and proximal decomposition technique are proposed to solve it. The delay and delay jitter constrained many-to-many multicast tree problems were formulated in [41]. A Source-Based Scheme (SBS) is devised, which at first finds a feasible multicast tree for each source node in the multicast group and then a minimum cover of these multicast trees so that there exists at least one feasible multicast tree in the minimum cover for each source node. A necessary and sufficient condition is also derived for a core-based multicast tree to be feasible, and a Core-Based Scheme (CBS) based on the derived condition is provided. However, in all the aforementioned literature, only the rigid QoS was taken into account when routing, while the power consumption factor was ignored. Some literature embedded power consumption metrics in their routing decisions. In [42], a new heuristic algorithm based on the ILP formulation (HILP-GreenRE) was introduced to solve the energy-aware routing problem. A new energy-aware routing model with the support of data redundancy elimination (RE) was proposed. It was enabled within routers and it could virtually increase capacities of network links. In [43], a novel energy-efficient routing approach called Safe and Practical Energy Efficient Detour Routing (SPEED) was proposed to maximize the number of the aggregated links and then aggregate traffic for power savings in IP networks without any changes to the traditional IP packets forwarding diagram and routing protocols. In [44], a power model that can quantify the relationship between traffic volume and power consumption was presented, and three Hop-By-Hop Green Routing Algorithms (HBHGRA) which guaranteed loop-free routing and substantially reduced energy footprint in the Internet were progressively developed. Energy conservation and path stretch were jointly considered. However, QoS guarantee was not provided to the user when routing and the multicast scenario was neglected in [42–44]. Only a few works took both power consumption and QoS requirements into account in the routing algorithms. For instance, two routing algorithms subject to routing cost and rigid QoS constraints were proposed in [45], that is, a constrained Unicast-Max-Flow-Min-Cost algorithm (UMFMC) for routing unicast traffic flows and a constrained Multicast-Max-Flow-Min-Cost algorithm (MMFMC) to maximize the throughput of a one-to-many multicast tree while simultaneously minimizing energy costs. However, the flexible QoS constraints were not considered and the many-to-many multicast scenario was ignored in [45]. 
3. Modeling and problem formulation 
3.1. Model description 
3.1.1. Network model 
The network model in this paper is denoted as a connected 
graph G = (V, E), as shown in Fig. 1, where V represents a set of vertices (namely network nodes) and E represents a set of edges (namely network links).  
 
Fig. 1 Network model 
3.1.2. Node model 
A node model is proposed and its structure is illustrated in Fig. 2. It consists of multiple chassis, line cards, a master engine (ME), a switching fabric, multiple forwarding engines (FEs), multiple replication engines (REs), and so on. Among them, the ME is responsible for routing packets and updating routing table; the switching fabric connects input and output ports inside the router; the FE is in charge of routing table lookup; the RE is used for multicast replication. Note that all the engines are equipped with the buffer of certain size [46]. Power consumption of network node i can be formulated by Eq. (1).  
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Fig. 2 The proposed node structure 
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   (1) 
 ictrlP , ifordP  and ireplP  represent the power consumption of the ME, a FE and a RE in node i  respectively. 
 ichassP  and iportP  represent the power consumption of a chassis and a port in node i  respectively. 
 ichassN  represents the number of chassis in node i , klcN  represents the number of line cards in chassis k  and 
lcportN  represents the number of ports in line card lc . 
 ptrf  represents the traffic passing port p  in node i . 
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   and   are the constants used to denote the 
relationship between the traffic and power consumption. 
 kiChaSt , lckLkdSt  and plcPortSt  are state identifiers of components in the node, corresponding to states of chassis k , line card lc  and port p  in node i  
respectively, and their values are either 0 (sleeping state) or 1 (working state). 
3.1.3. Link model 
A link model is proposed and its structure is shown in Fig. 3. It has a pre-amplifier, in-line amplifiers, regenerators, a post-amplifier, and so on. Among them, the pre-amplifier is used to enhance the traffic transmitting power; an in-line amplifier is used to extend the transmission distance; a regenerator is used to provision the signal conditioning; the post-amplifier is used to convert the signal power. Power consumption of link l is calculated by the following Eq. (2).  
Fiber Regenerator Fiber
Pre-amplifier In-line amplifier Post-amplifier  
Fig. 3 The proposed link structure 
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 preP , inlP , regenP  and postP  represent the power consumption of the pre-amplifier, an in-line amplifier, a regenerator and the post-amplifier respectively. 
 linlN  and lregenN  represent the number of in-line amplifiers and regenerators on link l respectively. 
 alRptrSt  and blRgenSt  denote states of in-line amplifier a and regenerator b on link l, and their values are either 0 (sleeping state) or 1 (working state). The power consumption of a multicast tree consists of that of its nodes and links and is calculated by the following Eq. (3). 
i lT node linki T l T
Power P P
 
    (3) 
3.2. QoS presentation 
3.2.1. Network provided QoS 
Just for simplicity, the QoS provided by the node is combined into the corresponding QoS provided by the downstream link along the route. The provided QoS is represented as a quaternion, namely 〈bandwidth (bw), delay 
(dl), delay jitter (jt), error rate (er)〉, where lbw , ldl , ljt  and 
ler  represent the available bandwidth, delay, delay jitter and error rate of the link l respectively. For a path P, its provided QoS is calculated in Eq. (4). 
min{ | }, ,
, 1 (1 )
P l P ll P
P l P ll Pl P
bw bw l P dl dl
jt jt er er


  
    

  (4) 
For a tree T, its provided QoS is calculated in Eq. (5). min{ | }, max{ | },
max{ | }, max{ | }T P T PT P T P
bw bw P T dl dl P T
jt jt P T er er P T
   
     (5) 
3.2.2. QoS satisfaction degree 
User satisfaction degree on the network provided QoS is a measure to reflect the network service quality regarding to the user QoS requirements [47]. QoS requirements of the user have been divided into K kinds of service classes according to the definition from ITU-T [48], which can be mapped into different QoS intervals. In this paper, the service classes specified in [48] are supported. We denote user QoS requirements as follows:  , , ,class k class k class k class k class kQoS bw dl jt er     , where 
,l uclass k class k class kbw bw bw     , ,l uclass k class k class kdl dl dl     , 
,l uclass k class k class kjt jt jt      and ,l uclass k class k class ker er er     , 1 k K  , K is the number of the supported service classes. For the kth class of QoS requirement, the user satisfaction degree function of bandwidth is defined by Eq. (6), which is shown in Fig. 4(a); while the user satisfaction degree function of the other three QoS parameters is defined by Eq. (7), which 
is shown in Fig. 4(b). In Eq. (6), class kbw  is the arithmetic mean 
value of lclass kbw  and uclass kbw ; In Eq. (7), Tx  can be Tdl , Tjt  
or Ter  respectively, lclasskx  can be lclass kdl , lclass kjt  or lclassker  
respectively, uclasskx  can be uclass kdl , uclass kjt  or uclassker  
respectively, and class kx  is the arithmetic mean value of lclass kx  
and uclass kx . Here,   is a positive constant;   is a positive 
decimal tending to 0;   is a positive decimal tending to 1; 
1   and 0 1  . 
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Fig. 4 The user satisfaction degree on QoS 
The user satisfaction degree on the overall QoS is defined in 
Eq. (8), where bw , dl , jt  and er  are the weights of bandwidth, delay, delay jitter and error rate, representing their relative importance to the user QoS requirement respectively, and are set corresponding to different kinds of service classes, 
, , , (0,1)bw dl jt er      and + + + =1bw dl jt er    . 
        bw T dl TT jt T er T
Satis bw Satis dlSatis QoS Satis jt Satis er
 
 
             (8) 
3.3. Problem formulation 
In this paper, the optimization objective is to maximize the user satisfaction degree on QoS and minimize the network power consumption under the user QoS requirement and system capacity constraints, as shown in Eqs. (9)–(13).    TMaximize Satis QoS  (9) 
  TMinimize Power  (10) s.t. 
, , ,
, , ,
0, , , ,
sd
sd sd sdij jij T j T
t s d i s
f f t s d i d
s d i s d 
        
   (11) 
, ,sdij ij ls T d Tf f MLU c i j      (12) 
, , ,l u u uclass k class k class k clT T sT T a s kbw dl jbw dl jt ert er     (13) 
Eqs. (11) and (12) are flow constraints under the many-to-many multicast scenario. Constraint (11) is the classical flow conservation constraint, that is, except the case of node i as a source node or a destination node, the total amount of flows going into node i is equal to the total output amount of 
flows going out of it. The term sdt  ( , ,s d T s d  ) represents 
the average amount of traffic from the source node s to the 
destination node d. [0, ]sd sdijf t  denotes the amount of flow from s to d that is routed through link l from i to j. Constraint (12) says that each link has sufficient capacity to accommodate 
all the flows that traverse the link. The term lc  represents the capacity of link l. (0,1]MLU   represents the maximum link 
utilization that can be tolerated. The reason why we take MLU into account is as follows: on one hand, the capacity of a link should be of certain margin to accommodate the burst traffic demands especially during peak periods; on the other hand, the network should have the ability of rapidly recovering from routing failure, that is, from a practical point of view, network survivability should be considered. Hence, in this paper we investigate the performance of the proposed GIQM with 
MLU=0.7 (see details in Section 5.2). The term ijf  represents the total amount of flows that are routed over link l from i to j. Eq. (13) is QoS constraints. 
4. Algorithm design 
4.1. Introduction to DNSLA and BNMRA 
DNSLA is a dynamic niche-based evolutionary algorithm, which carries out a self-organizing learning process consisting of global learning, neighborhood learning and self-learning. In the global learning, the learning rate of an individual is dynamically adjusted based on the fitness of the individual and the average fitness of the population to which the individual belongs. If the fitness of the individual is greater than the average fitness of the population, the global learning rate is enhanced to help the best individual in the current whole ecosystem to carry out an intensive search. In the neighborhood learning, the learning rate of an individual is dynamically adjusted based on the Hamming distance between the individual and the best individual of the current population to which the individual belongs. With the dynamic learning rate, the Hamming distance between them is shortened as much as possible to assist in the best individual of the current population to carry out an intensive search. In the self-learning, the learning rate of an individual is dynamically adjusted depending on the ratio of the average fitness of the population to the fitness of the individual. If the fitness of the individual is much worse than the average fitness of the population, its 
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self-learning rate will quickly rise to a relatively high level and obtain the dual individual by the dual mapping to the current individual. With the ongoing learning, when a niche population finds a better global solution than before, the other populations will assign some of their individuals into the existing niche population to carry out an intensive search; however, if a niche population never finds a better global solution than before during its evolutionary process, all the individuals in the population will be gradually transferred to the other niche populations and finally this niche population will disappear. Unlike a passive adaptive search strategy in traditional evolutionary algorithms, the individuals involved in DNSLA are able to learn actively. However, DNSLA is short of precise solution search ability and in some cases even falls into local optima. BNMRA is a meta-heuristic and bionic algorithm based on social behaviors of large-scale blind naked mole-rats colony in searching the food. The suitable food sources are considered as targets to be found by employed mole-rats in the search process. When temperature and humidity change, the search of neighborhoods of food sources is carried out with different intensities. The process of collecting the food from food sources and concurrently searching their neighbors is repeated for all food sources along with their neighborhoods until no food source is available. By self-organization and division of labor (mole-rats), BNMRA has the ability of group cooperation to reach the global optimal solution with different search intensities. Furthermore, a large number of experiments conducted in [28] demonstrated that the mean and standard derivation function value of the best solution found by BNMRA was better than that of the usual optimization algorithms including GA, PSO, simulated annealing, artificial bee colony and so on, which showed that BNMRA has precise solution search ability. Consequently, BNMRA can be combined with DNSLA to obtain the optimal solution by enhancing precise solution search ability and carrying out intelligent search to avoid getting trapped in local optima. 
4.2. Description of the proposed GIQM algorithm 
4.2.1. Algorithm framework 
On the basis of DNSLA and BNMRA, we propose the GIQM, which consists of two stages, namely RPCS and OSIS, to solve the many-to-many multicast routing problem with power consumption minimized and user satisfaction degree on QoS maximized under QoS requirement and system capacity constraints. After obtaining a set of initial solutions, the self-organizing learning method is adopted to obtain the rendezvous point and the candidate solution in RPCS. A new solution rooted at the rendezvous point, which is found in RPCS, is generated according to the selection probability depending on food production and environment information of each neighbor node in OSIS. The final solution is identified by getting the better of the two solutions found in RPCS and OSIS. The GIQM is described in the following Algorithm 1.    
Algorithm 1. GIOM Input: G, M2R Output: M2STOPT or Null 1: Initialize parameters settings and generate initial populations; 2: Do RPCS; 3: If the output in RPCS is Null then 4:     Return Null; 5: Get the candidate solution M2STRPCS; 6: Do OSIS; 7: If the output in OSIS is Null then 8:     Return Null; 9: Get M2STOSIS with the rendezvous point of M2STRPCS as its root; 10: Choose the better of M2STRPCS and M2STOSIS as the problem solution M2STOPT; 11: Return M2STOPT.  
4.2.1.1. Solution expression 
In GIQM, a solution is a many-to-many multicast tree that consists of the rendezvous point and multicast members. Assume that S and D represent the set of source nodes and destination nodes in a multicast tree respectively, namely  1, 2, ,isS v i S    and  1, 2, ,jdD v j D   , 
where S  and D  represent the number of source nodes and 
destination nodes in the multicast tree respectively. The 
solution in GIQM is expressed as a S D  dimensional 
array, namely  1 2 1 2, , , , , , ,S Dx p p p p p p  ， ， ， , of 
which each one in the first S  elements denotes the path from 
the source node isv  to the rendezvous point RPv  namely  RP,ii sp p v v , and each one in the last D  elements 
denotes the path from the rendezvous point RPv  to the 
destination node jdv  namely  RP , jj dp p v v， . 
4.2.1.2. Initial solution generation 
In order to obtain a set of initial solutions quickly and reasonably, at first we select a set of nodes randomly in the current network as the rendezvous points; then for each rendezvous point, we use Dijkstra algorithm to get a shortest path between the rendezvous point and each multicast member; finally, an initial solution is obtained by merging all the shortest paths with redundant branches cut and loops broken. 
For example, for the rendezvous point 0RPv , we find the 
shortest path 0ip  ( 0' jp ) between 0RPv  and 0isv  ( 0jdv ) by 
Dijkstra algorithm, of which 0 1,2, ,i S   
( 0 1,2, ,j D  ). Then we get an initial solution as follows:  0 00 1 2 1 2, , , , , , , , , , ,i jS Dx p p p p p p p p    ， ， ， ， . 
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4.2.1.3. Fitness function 
The fitness function in GIQM is defined in Eq. (14), which is used to evaluate the quality of a solution towards the optimization objective. ( ) /T T Tf Satis QoS Power  (14) 
4.2.2. RPCS 
Each solution is viewed as an individual in the niche 
population in RPCS. Let  1 2, , , , ,k nE P P P P    be an 
ecosystem consisting of n niche populations, kN  represents the 
number of individuals in population kP , ikP  represents the ith 
individual in kP . The fitness ikf  of individual ikP  is calculated 
according to Eq. (14). bestkP  denotes the individual with the best 
fitness in kP , kf  denotes the average fitness of kP  in the 
current generation, Ef  denotes the average fitness of the 
ecosystem in the current generation, bestP  denotes the 
individual with the best fitness in the current ecosystem, maxI  denotes the largest number of iterations in RPCS. The self-organizing learning consists of three kinds of learning strategies: global learning, neighborhood learning and self-learning, which are described below respectively. 
4.2.2.1. Global learning 
All the individuals in each population start to learn from the individual with the best fitness in the whole ecosystem in this 
phase, that is, bestP . The global learning rate of ikP  is defined 
in Eq. (15), where Grate  is an initial value of the global learning rate.  / 1i ik k kGrate Grate f f    (15) 
4.2.2.2. Neighborhood learning 
All the individuals in a population kP  start to learn from the individual with the best fitness in the population in this phase, 
that is, bestkP . The neighborhood learning rate of ikP  is defined in Eq. (16), where Nrate  is an initial value of the 
neighborhood learning rate, ,k hHD  denotes the Hamming 
distance between the individual and bestkP , Length  denotes the encoding length of identifying an individual in the ecosystem.  , / 1ik k hNrate Nrate HD Length    (16) 
4.2.2.3. Self-learning 
An individual starts to learn from itself based on dual 
mapping in this phase. The self-learning rate of ikP  is defined 
in Eq. (17), where Srate  is an initial value of self-learning rate.  /i ik k kSrate Srate f f   (17) 
After maxI  iterations, a M2ST called M2STRPCS can be 
obtained from the RPCS and will be reviewed in the OSIS, and vRP is the rendezvous point which is the search-starting node in OSIS. The RPCS is described in the following Algorithm 2. Here, lines 1–2 are the initialization phase; lines 5–17 are to calculate the fitness of population; lines 18–26 are the self-organizing learning process; lines 29–30 are the exchange process of the best individuals among the populations when the average fitness and the best individual of ecosystem do not change in the last generation; line 33 does pruning; lines 34–36 check constraints.  Algorithm 2. RPCS Input: G, M2R Output: M2STRPCS or Null 1: Initialize the related parameters: 0n n , k kN n , 
0.5Grate  , 0.5Nrate  , 0.8Srate  , 0ikF  , 1iter  ; // 0n  and kn  denote the initial values of n  and kN  respectively. // To keep the population diversity and guarantee a reasonable evolution rate, // we set 0.5Grate  , 0.5Nrate   and 0.8Srate   according to [27]. 
2: Get ikP  by Dijkstra algorithm and merging paths with redundant branches cut and loops broken; 3: For 1iter   to maxI  do 4:     For 1k   to n do 5:            ( ) /i i ik k kSatis QoS Powerf  ; //Calculate the fitness of individuals in kP . 6:              /ik k kf f N  ; //Calculate the average fitness kf  of kP . 7:           If the individual with the best fitness in kP  is unique then 
8:                  Set it as bestkP ; 9:                  Else set the individuals with the best fitness in kP  
as _1bestkP , _ 2bestkP , , _ kbest mkP ;                   //Assume the number of the individuals with the best fitness in kP  is km . 10:                 Store all the individuals with the best fitness in kP  
to a set of elitist solutions:  __1 _ 2, , , kbest mbest bestbestk k k kES P P P  ; 
11:           End-If 12:           If the individual with the best fitness in the ecosystem is unique then 
13:                 Set it as bestP ; 14:                 Else set the individuals with the best fitness in the 
ecosystem as _1bestP , _ 2bestP , , _best mP ;                   //Assume the number of the individuals with the best fitness in kP  is m . 15:                 Store all the individuals with the best fitness in the  ecosystem to a set of elitist solutions:  _1 _ 2 _, , ,best best best best mES P P P  ; 
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16:           End-If 17:             /E kf f n  ; //Calculate the average fitness of 
the ecosystem. 18:           i ik kF Grate ; //Carry out the global learning and ikF  is a temporary variable to store learning rate. 19:           Update ikf ; 20:           If the fitness of ikP  is not improved then 21:           i ik kF N rate  ; //Carry out the neighborhood learning. 22:                  Update ikf ; 23:                  If the fitness of ikP  is still not improved then 24:                        i ik kF Srate ; //Carry out the self-learning. 25:                        Update ikf ; 26:            End-If 27:      End-For 
28:      Update kf , bestkP (or bestkES ), Ef  and bestP (or bestES ); 
29:      If Ef  and bestP (or bestES ) do not change before and after this round of iteration then 
30:            best bestk lP P ,  1,2, ,l n  , l k ; //Exchange the best individuals among populations. 31: End-For 
32: Obtain bestP (or the element with the lowest power 
consumption in bestES ) with RPv (s) as its(their) rendezvous point(s); 
33: Make bestP (or the element with the lowest power 
consumption in bestES ) loop-free, prune redundant branches by deleting those useless links and thus obtain M2STRPCS; 34: If constraints (11)-(13) are not satisfied by M2STRPCS then 35:     Return Null; 36: End-If 37: Return M2STRPCS.  
4.2.3. OSIS 
OSIS is divided into five operations: (1) calculating food production, that is, getting power consumption of a hop which 
includes the neighbor node jv  of the current node iv  and the 
link ijl  between them; (2) obtaining environmental information, that is, getting the network provided QoS; (3) determining search intensity; (4) calculating selection probability, and (5) searching food source(s). The food source(s) (corresponding to the neighbor node(s)) are selected appropriately based on the following Eqs. 
(18)–(21). A M2STOSIS, taking the rendezvous point RPv  of M2STRPCS as its root, is gradually generated by the continuous joining of the new neighbor nodes. Note that the mole-rats take food source(s) (neighbor node(s)) as search target. The food production of food sources is 
calculated by Eq. (18). jvT  is a generating tree that 
continuously has the neighbor node jv  joined, and its power 
consumption, which includes that of the rendezvous point and all the food sources, is calculated by Eq. (19). 
+j ijj v lv node linkP P P  (18) 
RP +v j v j
vT node vv T
P P P

   (19) 
The conditions of the selected food sources (corresponding to the neighbor nodes) in terms of temperature and humidity (corresponding to the network provided QoS) must always be suitable to ensure the survival of mole-rats colony (corresponding to the user QoS requirements). The user 
satisfaction degree on QoS of jvT  is calculated according to 
Eq. (8). When the temperature is gradually dropping, namely 
the user satisfaction degree  v jTSatis QoS  is tending to be 
worse than before, the search of food sources is carried out with a lower intensity. In contrast, while the temperature is close to a 
suitable value, namely  v jTSatis QoS  is tending to be better 
than before, the search with a higher intensity will be carried 
out. The number jvA of food source jv  selected by iv  is 
defined in Eq. (20), where ivNEI  denotes the set of neighbor 
nodes of iv , ivNEI  denotes the number of neighbor nodes of 
iv . The selection probability (SP) computed by the following Eq. (21) is set according to the obtained information (power consumption and user satisfaction degree on QoS) on food sources from the mole-rats.  ( ) / (min ) ,j i v v ij iv v T T vSatis QoS SaA A NEItis QoS     (20) 
/j v vj jj viv T Tv NEISP f f   (21) Note that the mole-rat selects a food source with high selection probability and moves towards it, that is, in the routing process, it selects the neighbor node with high selection probability as the next hop node. The OSIS is described in the following Algorithm 3. Lines 
5–12 are to calculate the selection probability ivSP ; Lines 13–15 are to select the neighbor nodes and determine the number of their next hop nodes; Lines 16–17 are to determine 
the number of jv ; Lines 18–20 are to update the related parameters from the current node to the next hop node; Line 22 does pruning; Lines 23–25 check constraints.  Algorithm 3. OSIS Input: G, M2R, M2STRPCS Output: M2STOSIS or Null 1:  RP RPvT v ; //Take the rendezvous point vRP of M2STRPCS as the root of M2STOSIS. 2: RPsv vT T ; 3: RP RP_v vA n Children ; // RP_ vn Children  is the number of children nodes of RPv  in M2STRPCS. 
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4: While RPMB vS T  do // MBS  is the set of multicast members. 5:     For RPi vv NEI  do // RPvNEI  is the set of neighbor nodes of 
RPv . 6:            If RP == sv vT T  then 7:                  RP +iv v iT T v ; 8:            End-If 9:            RPi ii v v vv node linkP P P   ; 10:           RPvi vivT vnode v TP P P   ; 
11:           ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )v vi ivi v vi i
bw dl
jt er
T T
T T T
Satis bw Satis dlSatis QoS Satis jt Satis er
 
 
           ; 12:            ( ) /i v vi iv T TSatisFitnes Qs oS P ; 13:           /i i ii vsv v vv NEISP Fitness Fitness  ; //Calculate the selection probability of iv . 14:     End-For 15:     Select the RPvA  amount of node(s) iv , of which selection probability or probabilities is or are the top RPvA  among those of the neighbor nodes of RPv , as the next hop node(s) of RPv ; 
16:     RP RPRP RP RP
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
v v
v v v
T T
T T T
bw dl
jt er
Satis bw Satis dlSatis QoS Satis jt Satis er
 
 
           ; 
17:      RP RPRP( ) / ( )min ,i v viv v T T vSatis QoS SaA tis QoSA NEI     ; 
        //Determine the number of the next hop node(s) of iv . 18:     RPivParent v ; 19:      +j iv v jT T v ; //Add each ij vv NEI  into multicast tree 
ivT  respectively. 20:     RP iv vT T , RP iv v , RP iv vNEI NEI , i jv vT T , i jv v ;         //Update variables before a new round of iterations. 21: End-While 22: Make RPvT  loop-free, prune redundant branches by deleting those useless links and thus obtain M2STOSIS; 23: If constraints (11)–(13) are not satisfied by M2STOSIS then 24:     Return Null; 25: End-If 26: Return M2STOSIS. 
 
4.2.4. A simple example 
Based on the topology of CERNET2 (more details are available in Section 5.1), we give an example to illustrate how to build M2STOSIS, as shown in Fig. 5. We assume that the multicast members include SY, LZ, CS, SH and XM, and a video conferencing will be held among them. We also assume that the user QoS requirements on bandwidth, delay, delay jitter and error rate are [384Kbps, 4Mbps], [0, 400ms], [0, 200ms] and [0, 0.01] respectively, and the relative importance of bandwidth, delay, delay jitter and error rate to the user QoS are 
equal, that is, 0.25bw dl jt er       . We further assume that two populations are in the ecosystem and each niche population consists of six individuals. We number all the nodes as shown in Fig. 5. We select a set of nodes randomly as the rendezvous points and then for each rendezvous point, we use Dijkstra algorithm to get the shortest path between the rendezvous point and each multicast member, and thus an initial solution is obtained by merging all the shortest paths with redundant branches cut and with loops broken. The two original populations and the corresponding fitness values of individuals are shown in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. We calculate the user QoS satisfaction degree of each individual in the two populations by Eq. (8) and power consumption of each individual in the two populations by Eq. (3). Furthermore, we can obtain the fitness of each individual in the two populations by Eq. (14), which is shown as follows: 
In the first population 1P , 1f =0.0164, 61P  is the best 
individual; in the second population 2P , 2f =0.016712, 62P  is 
the best individual; in the ecosystem E, Ef =0.016556, 62P  is the best individual. 
Each individual except for 62P  in the two populations carries out a global learning and the corresponding learning rate can be calculated by Eq. (15), which is shown in Table 4. Then we obtain the new populations and their corresponding fitness values of individuals shown in Table 5 and Table 6. 
 Table 2 
The first original population 1P  in the example 
Population Individuals Fitness 
1P  
11P =(17-16-15-3-2, 17-17, 17-16-18-19-13-14, 17-16-18-19-13-8-9, 17-16-18-19-13-8-9-10-11) 
11f =0.01254 
21P =(10-9-8-13-3-2, 10-11-12-13-19-18-16-17, 10-11-12-13-14, 10-9, 10-11) 21f =0.015576 
31P =(1-2, 1-2-3-15-16-17, 1-2-3-13-14, 1-2-3-13-8-9, 1-2-3-13-12-11) 31f =0.016123 
41P =(16-15-3-2, 16-17, 16-18-19-13-14, 16-15-3-13-8-9, 16-18-19-13-12-11) 41f =0.01756 
51P =(3-2, 3-13-19-18-16-17, 3-13-14, 3-13-12-11-10-9, 3-13-12-11) 51f =0.018019 
61P =(5-3-2, 5-3-15-16-17, 5-3-13-14, 5-6-7-8-9, 5-6-7-8-9-10-11) 61f =0.018635  
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Table 3 
The second original population 2P  in the example 
Population Individuals Fitness 
2P  
12P =(0-1-2, 0-1-2-3-15-16-17, 0-1-2-3-13-14, 0-1-2-3-13-8-9, 0-1-2-3-13-8-9-10-11) 12f =0.012998 
22P =(4-2, 4-2-3-15-16-17, 4-2-3-13-14, 4-2-3-13-8-9, 4-2-3-13-12-11) 22f =0.015734 
32P =(19-18-16-15-3-2, 19-13-3-15-16-17, 19-13-14, 19-13-12-11-10-9, 19-13-12-11) 32f =0.016541 
42P =(9-8-13-3-2, 9-8-13-19-18-16-17, 9-8-13-14, 9-9, 9-10-11) 42f =0.017695 
52P =(6-5-3-2, 6-5-3-15-16-17, 6-7-8-13-14, 6-7-8-9, 6-7-8-9-10-11) 52f =0.018354 
62P =(7-6-5-3-2, 7-6-5-3-15-16-17, 7-8-13-14, 7-8-9, 7-8-9-10-11) 62f =0.01895  Table 4 
Global learning rates of all individuals except for 62P  in two populations 
Population Individual Global learning rates Population Individual Global learning rates 
1P  
11P  11Grate =0.26463415 
2P  
12P  12Grate =0.27776448 
21P  21Grate =0.4497561 22P  22Grate =0.44147918 
31P  31Grate =0.48310976 32P  32Grate =0.48976783 
41P  41Grate =0.57073171 42P  42Grate =0.55882001 
51P  51Grate =0.59871951 52P  52Grate =0.59825275 
61P  61Grate =0.63628049 62P  ——  Table 5 The first new population 1'P  in the example 
Population Individuals Fitness 
1'P  
11'P =(18-16-15-3-2, 18-16-17, 18-19-13-14, 18-19-13-8-9, 18-19-13-12-11), 7-8-9-10-11) 11'f =0.020053 
21'P =(11-12-13-3-2, 11-12-13-3-15-16-17, 11-12-13-14, 11-10-9, 11-11) 21'f =0.020682 
31'P =(3-2, 3-15-16-17, 3-13-14, 3-13-8-9, 3-13-12-11) 31'f =0.021774 
41'P =(8-13-3-2, 8-13-19-18-16-17, 8-13-14, 8-9, 8-9-10-11) 41'f =0.022096 
51'P =(13-3-2, 13-19-18-16-17, 13-14, 13-8-9, 13-8-9-10-11) 51'f =0.022424 
61P’ =(2-2, 2-3-15-16-17, 2-3-13-14, 2-3-13-8-9, 2-3-13-12-11) 61'f =0.018231  Table 6 The second new population 2'P  in the example 
Population Individuals Fitness 
2'P  
12'P =(15-3-2, 15-16-17, 15-3-13-14, 15-3-13-8-9, 15-3-13-12-11) 12 'f =0.01966 
22'P =(8-7-6-5-3-2, 8-13-3-15-16-17, 8-13-14, 8-9, 8-9-10-11) 22 'f =0.020272 
32'P =(14-13-3-2, 14-13-3-15-16-17, 14-14, 14-13-8-9,14-13-12-11) 32 'f =0.021095 
42'P =(12-13-3-2, 12-13-3-15-16-17, 12-13-14, 12-11-10-9, 12-11) 42 'f =0.022058 
52'P =(19-13-3-2, 19-18-16-17, 19-13-14, 19-13-8-9, 19-13-12-11) 52 'f =0.022214 
62'P =(7-6-5-3-2, 7-6-5-3-15-16-17, 7-8-13-14, 7-8-9, 7-8-9-10-11) 62 'f =0.01895  
We observe that except for 61P , the fitness of all individuals 
in the two populations are improved and 51'P  is the best 
individual in 1'P . It is only 61'P  that need carry out the neighborhood learning and the corresponding learning rate can 
be calculated by Eq. (16), that is, 61'Nrate =0.875. 
Then we obtain a new individual 61''P =(2-2, 2-3-13-19-18-16-17, 2-3-13-14, 2-3-13-8-9-10, 
2-3-13-12-11-10), 61''f =0.017457 and 1''f =0.02074767. Its 
fitness is smaller than 61'f , thus it needs to carry out the self-learning, and the corresponding learning rate can be 
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calculated by Eq. (17), that is, 61''Srate =0.95080117. 
Then we obtain a new individual 61'''P =(12-13-3-2, 12-13-19-18-16-17, 12-13-14, 12-13-8-9, 12-11) and 
61'''f =0.022634. 1'''f =0.0216105, 2 '''f =0.02070817, 
'''Ef =0.02115934, best1'''P = 61'''P , best2 '''P = 52 'P , best '''P = 61'''P .  Such iteration is carried out for ten times. We get 
10bestP =(3-2, 3-13-19-18-16-17, 3-13-14, 3-5-6-7-8-9, 3-5-6-7-8-9-10-11) and its rendezvous point is vBJ. Because 
10bestP  is loop-free and has no redundant branches, we obtain M2STRPCS directly. Further, its QoS =(3Mbps, 140ms, 87ms, 0) satisfies capacity and QoS constraints. M2STRPCS is denoted with the yellow lines in Fig. 5. In the following, we pay attention to the generating process of M2STOSIS. The food sources (namely the neighbor nodes) continuously join in M2ST starting with the rendezvous point vBJ obtained from M2STRPCS, shown from Fig. 5 (a)–(f). In more detail, from Fig. 5 (a), the rendezvous point vBJ selects the first three neighbor nodes (vSY, vZZ, and vWH) with larger SP 
( SYvSP =0.268358, ZZvSP =0.290527, WHvSP =0.221703, 
TJvSP =0.219412) as the next hop nodes. The number of the selected neighbor nodes depends on that in M2STRPCS only at this iteration and depends on Eq. (20) at other iterations; from 
Fig. 5 (b), vSY selects node vDL ( SYvA =1, DLvSP =0.62483, 
CCvSP =0.37517) as the next hop node, vZZ selects node vXA 
( ZZvA =1, ZZvNEI =1) as the next hop node, vWH selects vCS 
and vNJ ( WHvA =2, NJvSP =0.257143, CSvSP =0.257119, 
GZvSP =0.253514, CQvSP =0.232224) as the next hop nodes; this 
process is repeated in Fig. 5 (c)–(e); after all the multicast members are found, the redundant nodes and links, such as 
SY-DLl  and vDL, are removed, and we get M2STOSIS=(3-2, 3-15-16-17, 3-13-14, 3-13-8-9, 3-13-8-9-10-11) as shown in Fig. 5 (f), and its fitness is 0.025302, which is larger than that (0.02272) of M2STRPCS. Thus, we select M2STOSIS as M2STOPT.  
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Fig. 5 A simple example 
4.3. Time complexity analysis 
GIQM initializes the relevant parameters of the algorithm in  1 2 k nO N N N N     ==  O V  and ikP  by 
Dijkstra algorithm in  2O V . In RPCS, at each iteration, it 
takes  1 2 k nO N N N N     +  O n  to calculate 
the fitness: ikf , kf and Ef  (since n V ,  O V  is taken); 
updating bestkP  and bestP  needs  O V  time; for each kP , ikP  
has the worst case (that is, global learning, neighborhood learning and self-learning are all executed) time complexity of  2kO N , and thus for all the populations the worst case time 
complexity is  2 2 2 21 2 k nO N N N N     ; calculating 
new Ef  and bestP  requires  1 2 k nO N N N N     =  O V . Since the 
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iterations are repeated maxI  times, the total time complexity of RPCS is    2 2 2 2max 1 2 k nO I V V N N N N V         , 
that is,    2 2 2 2max 1 2 k nO I V N N N N       . 
In OSIS, the worst case time complexity in calculating the 
selection probability ivSP  of each neighbor node iv  of the 
current node RPv  is  O V , and the worst case time 
complexity in selecting iv  with high probability as the next 
hop node is  2O V . Therefore, when M2STOSIS is generated, 
the worst case time complexity is     2 3O V V V O V  . Thus, in the worst case, GIQM 
has the time complexity of    2 32 2 2 2max 1 2 k nO V V I V N N N N V         
, that is,  3maxO I V . 
5. Simulation and evaluation 
In this section, simulation configuration is first described in Section 5.1. Then, in Section 5.2, the performance of GIQM is evaluated over realistic topologies with MLU=0.7, which is introduced to reflect the influence of network margin on network power consumption and performance. We select the Core-Based Trees (CBT) multicast routing algorithm [49], the Single Shortest Path First (SSPF) point-to-point (P2P) routing algorithm [50] and the constrained Multicast-Max-Flow-Min-Cost algorithm (MMFMC) [45] as the benchmarks due to their similar concerns over multicast routing to our concerns. CBT is a typical multicast routing algorithm. A CBT has a single node as the core of the tree, from which branches emanate. These branches are made up of other non-core nodes, which form a shortest path between a member of multicast group and the core. The formation of CBT is receiver-based, i.e., a node does not become part of a tree for a particular group unless the node is intended to become a member of that group (or is on the path between a potential member and the tree, in which case the node must become part of the tree). This is of significant benefit to all nodes on the shortest-path between a non-receiver sender and the multicast tree, since they do not incur tree-building overhead. However, the core placement of CBT is usually determined by an external agreement based on the judgement of which node is "known" about the network topology between the current members, even the "best guess" of the core placement are adopted [49]. Therefore, the selection of the core of a CBT is relatively coarse, and its performance is worse than other schemes in many cases. SSPF is a recently proposed efficient heuristic for energy-aware routing, and is used to solve an ILP optimization 
problem, which aims to shut down a subset of bundled links during off-peak periods to minimize energy expenditure. It has three versions: SSPF-1, SSPF-2 and SSPF-R. It uses the greedy heuristic approach to produce a set of paths to route all traffic demands through all powered-on cables in the link set. It firstly uses each shortest path to route the traffic flow of each demand; then, it calculates the total number of cables for each link needed to route all demands in order to switch off the maximal number of unused cables from each link at the same time ensure that the remaining cables are capable of meeting all traffic demands; next, it iteratively selects a candidate link and aims to switch off one of its cables by a function used in SSPF-1 to select the link with the largest spare capacity, or by a function used in SSPF-2 to select the link with the smallest average flow per demand, and for each selected link, a greedy heuristic is used to check if deleting a cable is feasible; finally, it carries out a sequential process of restoring the deleted cables in SSPF-R, repeatedly assuming that a deleted cable leads to a local minimum and the remaining deleted cables are correct decisions to correct the possible mistakes which lead to the local minima. MMFMC is a one-to-many multicast routing algorithm to achieve the maximum aggregate throughput using network coding while simultaneously achieving the minimum cost, subject to cost constraints. It is based on the constrained Unicast-Max-Flow-Min-Cost algorithm (UMFMC) which maximize the aggregate flow in a graph while minimizing the routing cost. UMFMC accepts constraint on the maximum allowable cost of any unicast traffic flow as its input. For traffic to be delivered, a subgraph containing a set of candidate edges is specified. The removal of undesirable edges results in the specification of a sub-graph for traffic. UMFMC consists of two Linear Programs (LPs). The first LP called the Constrained-Maximum-Flow LP (CMF-LP) maximizes the aggregated traffic flow, subject to the constraint that traffic is routed over its subgraph. The allowable cost for every traffic flow is constrained by selecting the subgraph appropriately. The second LP called the Constrained-Minimum-Cost LP (CMC-LP) minimizes the cost of the maximum aggregated traffic flow, subject to the constraint that traffic is routed over its subgraph. To evaluate the performance of GIQM, we investigate the six devised routing schemes (denoted as Scheme 1-6 in the following) and introduce power consumption into their routing process to carry out the reasonable comparison with our proposed scheme (denoted as Scheme 7). All these schemes are described briefly as follows. Scheme 1: SSPF-M. Since SSPF was devised for P2P communication, we have to extend it to support the many-to-many multicast scenario and denote it as SSPF-M. At first, a one-to-many multicast tree is made up of a set of shortest paths produced by SSPF-2 between each multicast sender and the multicast receivers. Then all the one-to-many multicast trees are merged and redundant branches are cut to construct a many-to-many multicast tree. Finally, SSPF-R is used to repeatedly check the feasibility of deleting a cable and avoid local minima. 
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Scheme 2: CBT. Referring to the core placement methods in [49], the node with the minimum average hops to all the multicast group members is selected as the core of the multicast group. The many-to-many multicast tree formed is a shortest-path spanning tree (SPT) rooted at the core. Scheme 3: C-S. We incorporate the main idea of SSPF into CBT. The core placement is the same as that in Scheme 2. The many-to-many multicast tree is made up of a set of shortest paths produced by SSPF-2 between the core and the multicast members. SSPF-R is used to avoid the local minima. Scheme 4: G-S. We take the rendezvous point obtained in RPCS as the root of the multicast tree, and the generating process of the many-to-many multicast tree is the same as that in the Scheme 3. Scheme 5: G-C. Taking the rendezvous point obtained in RPCS as the core, the core-based multicast tree is generated just as that in Scheme 2. Scheme 6: MMFMP. We set power consumption of each link respectively as the corresponding edge cost, and then MMFMC can be further denoted as MMFMP. MMFMP is developed to solve the one-to-many multicast routing problem, so we have to simply merge the multicast trees obtained by MMFMP as the 
solution under many-to-many multicast routing scenario after cutting the redundant branches. Scheme 7: our proposed GIQM. 
5.1. Simulation configuration 
5.1.1. Development Environment 
The configurations of hardware and software used for simulation are as follows: CPU: Intel Quad-Core i5-4590 @ 3.30GHz; RAM: 4GB (DDR3, 1600MHz); OS: Windows 8.1 professional 64bit; IDE: Microsoft Visual Studio 2010. 
5.1.2. The topology of the simulation platform 
In this paper, the performance of GIQM is evaluated over the topologies of Cernet2 (China Education and Research Network 2) [51], GéANT [52] and Internet2 [53]. The topologies of the simulation platform and the comparison on characteristics of topologies under consideration are shown in Fig. 6 and Table 7, respectively. 
                            (a) Cernet2                         (b) GéANT 
A general router
100 GBPS
 (c) Internet2 
Fig. 6 Network platform 
Table 7 Comparison on characteristics of topologies under consideration 
Characteristics Cernet2 GéANT Internet2 
The total number of nodes 20 41 64 
The total number of links 22 65 78 
The number of links with capacity less than 10Gbps 4 8 0 
The number of links with capacity between 10Gbps and 100Gbps 18 30 0 
The number of links with capacity more than 100Gbps 0 27 78 
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5.1.3. Scenario configuration 
In all simulation scenarios in this paper, the nodes are assumed to have the same energy profile. Every node represents a core router, e.g., the Cisco 12000 core router [54]. It is assumed that 4 chassis are included in a router, 4 line cards are included in a chassis and 4 ports are included in a line card in the network. The constants   and   in the power model 
of a node are respectively given the value 0.032 and 0.82 according to Vereecken et al. [55]. By referring to Cisco XR 12000 Series and Cisco 12000 Series Routers [54], the settings of power consumption parameters used in the simulation are shown in Table 8. Our comparison and evaluation among the above seven schemes are carried out with MLU = 0.7, as shown in Section 5.2.  Table 8 Power consumption parameter values used in simulation 
Parameter Value 
Power consumption of a master engine 356W 
Power consumption of a chassis 100W 
Power consumption of a forwarding engine 446W 
Power consumption of a replication engine 100W 
Power consumption of a port 150W 
Power consumption of an optical pre-amplifier 4.8W 
Power consumption of an optical in-line amplifier 10W 
Power consumption of an optical post-amplifier 4.8W 
Power consumption of an optical regenerator 26W 
For the traffic matrix used in simulation, referring to the approach from [56], it has been obtained from the "Nobel-2 undirected graph" data file which is publicly available in [57] containing the undirected traffic demand between each pair of nodes. The directed traffic demands can be obtained by randomly split the demand between two directions. Referring to that in the nobel-eu topology [57] (including 28 nodes and 41 links) shown in Fig. 7, the total amount of traffic demands in Cernet2, Internet2 and GéANT are respectively set to 55 Gb/s, 5Tb/s and 2Tb/s, distributed among the origin-destination pairs.  
 
Fig. 7 Nobel-eu topology 
To identify the relative importance of different QoS parameters to the user, we refer to the standards recommended in ITU-T Y.1541 [48] and the weight for QoS parameters used 
in [58], and set bw =0.111 for bandwidth, dl =0.149 for delay, 
jt =0.151 for delay jitter and er =0.589 for error rate. 
5.2. Comparison and evaluation 
We evaluate Schemes 1–7 on network power consumption, routing success rate, user satisfaction degree on QoS and running time under MLU=0.7 over topologies under consideration. The comparison results on network power consumption from Fig. 8 (a)–(c) indicate that the network power consumption gradually increases along with the rising of the number of multicast members. Furthermore, we also observe that the impact of network scale and network complexity on the power saving potential of Schemes 1–7 from Fig. 8, that is, each scheme over a complex topology shows its better power saving potential than that over a simple one, owing to more redundant components being put into the sleeping state over the former than those over the latter. For all of the three network topologies, the power consumption of GIQM is the lowest among all the schemes while the power consumption of SSPF is the highest. The gaps among the schemes over the same topology mainly depend on different routing strategies. The power saving in SSPF relies on shutting down a subset of the bundled links as many as possible by the Greedy Heuristics. Although we improve SSPF to support the multicast scenario, its underlying unicast routing property makes the multicast data packets travel on some extra paths, which leads to unnecessary power consumption. In CBT, a core-based forwarding tree is established to meet the multicast communication. One major advantage is that the adoption of the core-based idea for the multicast communication helps in optimizing the routes between any sender and group members on the tree, and thus facilitates power saving under the multicast scenario. Another major advantage of CBT is that the CBT formation and multicast packet flow are decoupled from, but take full advantage of, underlying unicast routing, irrespective of which underlying unicast algorithm is operating. These factors result in the CBT being more power-saving than SSPF. For GIQM, the optimized many-to-many multicast tree is obtained by comparing solutions from two stages, that is, the candidate multicast tree derived at the first RPCS stage and the modified multicast tree rooted at the exquisite rendezvous points derived at the second OSIS stage, which can avoid the local optimal solution as much as possible. Such a two-stage solving process enables GIQM to have the most prominent power-saving potential in all the above schemes. The C-S, G-S and G-C schemes are hybrid schemes on the basis of SSPF, CBT and GIQM. C-S and G-S are only different in the selection of the core or the rendezvous point. When the core selected in C-S and the rendezvous point selected in G-S are the same node, the power consumption of C-S and G-S is equal, e.g., the number of multicast members is 4 and 12 over Cernet2 in Fig. 8 (a); otherwise, in most cases, the power consumption of G-S is lower than that of C-S except that the number of multicast members is 10 and 12 over GéANT in Fig. 8 (b), owing to the fact that using the rendezvous point obtained in RPCS can always get a better core than that of C-S. 
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However, neither G-S nor C-S is more power-saving than CBT. Similarly, when the core selected in CBT and the rendezvous point selected in G-C are the same node, the power consumption of G-C and CBT is equal; otherwise, the power consumption of G-C is lower than that of CBT. The power consumption of MMFMP is between that of G-S and CBT, and 
the result is mainly because that MMFMP achieves partial traffic aggregation using network coding in the process of generating one-to-many multicast trees and simple merging of one-to-many multicast trees in the process of generating the many-to-many multicast solution, which make it much better than G-S and much worse than CBT. 
   
(a) MLU=0.7 over Cernet2                                        (b) MLU=0.7 over GéANT                                          (c) MLU=0.7 over Internet2 
Fig. 8 Performance comparison on network power consumption 
The comparison results on routing success rate from Fig. 9 (a)–(c) indicate that along with the increasing number of multicast members, network resources become deficient when searching paths that satisfy QoS demands for all services and hence routing success rate is gradually decreasing in each scheme. Furthermore, we also observe the impact of network scale and network complexity on the routing success rate of Schemes 1–7 from Fig. 9, that is, each scheme over Cernet2 attains the greatest routing success rate over all the three topologies and each one in Internet2 is the worst, mainly owing to deterioration of QoS guarantee in the complex topology. Furthermore, for all of the three network topologies the routing success rate of GIQM is higher and also its decrease rate with the increase of the number of multicast members is slower than those of the other schemes, which is due to the user satisfaction degree on QoS being considered in the routing process and QoS being supported flexibly in the interval form to enable adjusting route adaptively. In CBT, the worst situation in the routing success rate occurs when the traffic demands are raising sharply, the multicast tree, especially its core, exhausts itself to cope with the huge traffic due to its coarse core selection and its lacking of QoS guarantee. As for SSPF, although QoS consideration is still missing, the underlying 
unicast routing property of SSPF makes it, to some extent, be scalable to the increasing traffic demands and thus avoid the traffic being concentrated on the single node or path at the cost of much power consumption. In other schemes, we can see that the G-S scheme is better than C-S, G-C and SSPF due to its partial combination of QoS guarantee and underlying unicast routing property. Furthermore, G-C is better than SSPF and C-S, because G-C takes QoS guarantee into account in the process of determining the rendezvous point in RPCS. For the comparison between SSPF and C-S, when the number of multicast members is more than 8, SSPF shows a significantly better routing success rate than C-S, because the core of the multicast tree in C-S is becoming more and more exhausted with the increasing traffic flows and even gets congested; in other cases, there is little difference between the two schemes. As for MMFMP, we can observe that its routing success rate is between that of CBT and C-S, which is mainly because that the simple merging of one-to-many multicast trees in MMFMP makes more incoming traffic accommodated in the many-to-many multicast solution compared with CBT, and the aggregation of unicast flows achieved by using network coding leads to less remaining capacity and worse QoS guarantee than that of C-S.  
   
(a) MLU=0.7 over Cernet2                                        (b) MLU=0.7 over GéANT                                          (c) MLU=0.7 over Internet2 
Fig. 9 Performance comparison on routing success rate 
The comparison results on the user satisfaction degree on QoS from Fig. 10 (a)–(c) indicate that the user satisfaction 
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degree on QoS gradually decreases with the increase of the number of multicast members. Furthermore, we also observe the impact of network scale and network complexity on the user satisfaction degree on QoS for Schemes 1–7 in Fig. 10, that is, QoS for each scheme over Cernet2 are the greatest in all the three topologies and that over Internet2 are the worst, mainly owing to significant increases in delay, delay jitter and error rate for the optimal M2ST over a complex topology. Furthermore, for all of the three network topologies, the user satisfaction degree on QoS in GIQM is higher and also their decrease rates are slower than those of the other schemes, because in GIQM the QoS satisfaction degree is used in routing decision and the tree with the best user satisfaction degree on QoS is always chosen as the route for the incoming many-to-many traffic demand. In Fig. 10, it can be observed that the user satisfaction degree on QoS of CBT is the worst among all the schemes. The reason is that the generating process of its multicast tree does not support QoS guarantee and the coarse selection of the core makes it difficult to process relatively large traffic demands timely. For SSPF, it does not consider QoS when routing, however, its user satisfaction 
degree on QoS is far better than that of CBT, mainly thanking to its underlying unicast routing property, which enables it to avoid the traffic concentrated on a single node or path and thus improves QoS to some extent. In other schemes, we can see that the G-S scheme is better than C-S and G-C owing to its partial combination of the exquisite core choice in RPCS and underlying unicast routing property from SSPF. Furthermore, G-C is better than SSPF and C-S because of its exquisite core (rendezvous point in RPCS) selection. For the gap of user satisfaction degree on QoS between SSPF and C-S, it is mainly because the underlying unicast routing property of SSPF is superior to the negative effect brought by the coarse selection of the core of C-S. As for MMFMP, we can observe that its user satisfaction degree on QoS is between that of CBT and C-S. The reason is that network coding used in MMFMP can usually achieve high throughput (leading to the high user satisfaction degree on bandwidth) and low error rate (leading to the high user satisfaction degree on error rate), but simultaneously cause extra delay due to encoding and decoding operations (leading to the low user satisfaction degree on delay and jitter). 
 
   
(a) MLU=0.7 over Cernet2                                        (b) MLU=0.7 over GéANT                                          (c) MLU=0.7 over Internet2 
Fig. 10 QoS satisfaction degree comparison 
The comparison results on the running time from Fig. 11 (a)–(c) indicate that along with the increasing number of multicast members, the running time gradually increases in each scheme. Furthermore, we also observe the impact of network scale and network complexity on the running time of Schemes 1–7 from Fig. 11, that is, each scheme over Cernet2 takes the least time in all the three topologies and each one over Internet2 takes the most time, mainly owing to the expansion of the solution space and the increase of computation expenditure in the complex topology. As expected, the running time of GIQM is higher than that of the other schemes, due to the time-consuming evolution stage of RPCS and the time-consuming bio-inspired meta-heuristic stage of OSIS. While in SSPF, in order to shut down a subnet of the bundled links, SSPF-2 uses the greedy heuristic function to check if deleting a fiber in a link is feasible and then SSPF-R heuristically restores all fibers in a link and select a candidate 
fiber in another link to avoid local minima. Hence, the running time of SSPF is higher than the remaining other five schemes although it is lower than that of GIQM. For CBT, its running time is lower than the hybrid schemes (C-S, G-S and G-C) and even far less than that of the schemes as a result of not using any time-consuming solving methods in the routing process. In the hybrid schemes, arising from the rendezvous point selection as that in GIQM and then the multicast tree generated as that in SSPF, G-S has a higher running time than C-S and G-C. Furthermore, from Fig. 11, we observe that G-C has a longer running time than SSPF and the gap will become even larger when the number of multicast members increases. For C-S scheme, its running time is between that of SSPF and CBT. As for MMFMP, its running time is the lowest in all the schemes, even much less than that of CBT, owing to its polynomial-time solutions. 
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(a) MLU=0.7 over Cernet2                                        (b) MLU=0.7 over GéANT                                          (c) MLU=0.7 over Internet2 
Fig. 11 Performance comparison on the running time 
 
6. Conclusions 
This paper focuses on power saving and QoS satisfaction for many-to-many multicast scenario in the backbone network. We devise a two-stage power-efficient QoS algorithm, that is, GIQM, to solve the many-to-many multicast routing problem, which is formulated as a nonlinear programming problem mathematically. In particular, we elaborate power profiles of network elements explicitly and enable power consumption as a metric for routing. Also, the user QoS requirements are flexibly supported in the form of interval, and a user satisfaction degree function on QoS is defined based on a fuzzy membership degree method. The proposed GIQM is compared with the other six routing schemes on power consumption, routing success rate and running time. At the cost of running time, GIQM achieves the best performance among all the schemes, indicating that it is feasible and effective in terms of power-saving potential and routing quality. Furthermore, a more in-depth subsequent study will be carried out to pursue more significant power saving in the future. The power profiles of network elements will be characterized more elaborately to enable much more effective and efficient routing decision. Moreover, a more power-saving QoS many-to-many multicast routing algorithm will also be exploited to solve the proposed problem in this paper much more efficiently, especially improving the running time of the proposed solution. 
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